
You Tube



What does YOU TUBE 
mean?

YouTube is the service providing services of a hosting 
of video records.



Let’s play? What is it?

If it is short: let’s play (or "Let’s Play" that in a literal 
translation from English – "let's play") a video 
passing of game with comments of the gamer.



The person includes the special 
program, opens that if he is going to 

show to the audience, and starts 
playing, telling something therein.



• Let’s play give all the best series lasting half an hour-hour. But don’t forget, 
that you should be ready for your lessons, and go to bed in time.



• And these series can be much – from tens to 
hundreds, everything depends on concrete game.



Let’s play vs Reviews

• Some people confuse let’s play to reviews.



• Really, similarity in something is as that let’s play 
that review open game and comment on it.



• You can also can speak to Lets playshchiki 
about the above game elements, but their 
main objective is passing.



• You can speak to Letsplayshchiki about the above game 
elements, but their main objective is passing.



• Their comments can be any, sometimes even not absolutely 
belonging to game (of course, it is better to do it only after a 
popularity gain at a certain public).



Most often gamers simply discuss 
passing and share the impressions; 

more less often – "secret" and secret 
passages show.



What is necessary for shootings Let’s play?

• Thinking of how to become a letsplayshchik, many 
ask a question: "What for this purpose it is 
necessary?" Now you also learn it.



• First, good computer. Than more coolly the processor, 
the video card and other components of the full it is 
expensive to the personal computer, especially you will 
be able to write down high-quality games without 
braking, glitches and other troubles.



• Secondly, excellent microphone. If it is low-quality, hardly 
someone will sustain more than five minutes of your 
comments. Will run away, despite all your potential so the 
microphone for a letsplayshchik is as hands for the jeweler.



• Thirdly, the program for record of video from the 
screen. Where without it, differently as people will 
see, what you passed this or that game?



• The most widespread programs for record of game 
videos is Bandicam and Fraps.



• The second is better, however and resources she 
eats several times more so for record the 
above-mentioned good computer is necessary.



• Fourthly, webcam. Not obligatory attribute, but it is 
pleasant not only to hear to the audience, but also 
to see emotions passing game. 



• Especially when business concerns horrors 
where letsplayshchik are sincerely 
frightened the terrible moments. However, 
some don't prove to be at all, and 
everything suits their audience, despite 
dreams to see the fallen in love gamer.



• Fifthly, program for video-tape editing. Besides, it isn't obligatory, 
but it is desirable. If you want to make interesting prompt for 
video, to impose any effect or to cut off result, having moved 
away from a roller all superfluous, you need the program in which 
it is possible to mount video. 



• The most widespread, available and easy in use is 
Sony Vegas Pro.



• Sixthly, desire. Without it anywhere. To write down let’s play is a hobby. 
Only the little manage to earn on similar hobby so it is necessary to love 
the occupation decently. The audience will quickly feel if the 
letsplayshchik records video without special enthusiasm, and then they 
can decide that with you they have nothing to catch.



• Seventhly, pleasant voice. It is not less important element 
because people can peck on it. Here already it can't be 
helped: or the voice pleasant, or isn't present.



How to become a popular letsplayshchik?

1. Choose an interesting subject.



• 6. Place references to the releases in other social 
networks.



• 7. Let out rollers regularly.



• 8. When you have first admirers, be not lazy to please 
them with amusing personal videos.



Famous letsplayshchik.

• PewDiePie (Феликс Арвид Ульф, Швеция).



Сonclusion.

• So, now you learned rather new information. You saw skins of 
letsplayshchik, learned who them the most known, and also 
understood how it is possible most to be engaged in so interesting 
business. However, difficult, but it not a problem for those who got 
used to achieve the objectives. Now, when you know how to 
become a letsplayshchik, you need only to act.



THE END


